Hahamongna–Gabrielino Trail Field Trip
Evidence of Water, Fire & Humans in the Landscape
Short
Descriptions

This is an inquiry-based field trip where students will explore
geomorphology, and the effects of fires, water and humans on
a watershed and landscape.

Related
Standards
(NGSS)

MS-ESS2-2: Construct an explanation based on evidence for
how geoscience processes have changed Earth’s surface at
varying time and spatial scales.
MS-ESS2-4: Develop a model to describe the cycling of water
through Earth’s systems driven by energy from the sun and
the force of gravity.
MS-ESS3-4: Construct an argument supported by evidence
for how increases in human population and per-capita
consumption of natural resources impact Earth’s systems.

Learning
Outcomes

Duration
# students
Location

Besides these Earth Sciences standards, the trip also
incorporates Native American Indigenous history.
By the end of the field trip, students will be able to:
1. select appropriate supplies (“10 essentials”) to bring on
a future hike with their families
2. explain how a landscape has changed over time both
from natural phenomena and human activities
3. describe erosion and deposition
4. practice and value “Leave No Trace” etiquette when
visiting the outdoors
3.5 hrs
~10 to 40
Arroyo Seco/Gabrielino Trail (first 1.3 miles):
https://goo.gl/maps/Kz7AvVw5pkfJiny7A

Materials and ● Pencil/eraser for each student
Equipment
● Field guide for each student (attached)
● Laminated poster-sized printout of trail map
● Laminated printout of the photos (aerial photo of headworks
before the Station Fire, photos of a few areas before and
after a fire)
● Mini whiteboard / whiteboard marker
● Nametags for each student
● Several clear jars, non-glass (for small groups of ~3-6
students, # of jars depends on # of students) for
“erosion/deposition” activity
● 2 buckets and string/rope for “Just Passing Through”
activity
● Snacks & Trash bag
● Optional: Other guides or local birds / plants
Accessibility

This trip includes walking on uneven surfaces. The main trail is
generally wheelchair accessible, but does not go down to the
river. The game “Just Passing Through” requires crawling,
walking, and holding items. This trip also includes visual and
tactile observations.

Safety
Awareness

Mountain bikers (and occasionally equestrians) share the San
Gabrielino trail with hikers and they can be very fast. The San
Gabrielino trail is also quite popular and can often be crowded.
Other potential hazards include:
● uneven ground, potential trip hazards & slippery rocks
near water
● stream-related safety (near water)
● poisonous & sharp plants
● wildlife (includes rattlesnakes, mountain lions)

GO-Outdoors At GO-Outdoors, we emphasize the following missions
Missions
● Instructor/Caltech volunteer will incorporate 10 Essentials of
hiking and Leave No Trace etiquette into the trip and
encourage students that they can do these things
themselves, to make these concepts approachable.
● We are looking forward to tailor our trips to student
interests. At the start of each of our trips, we will ask each

student to share what they hope to learn and we will try to
incorporate them into the field trip.
● All of our field trips will feature a safety scavenger hunt,
“Escape from Danger”, in the booklet that will raise
students’ awareness on hazardous plants and wildlife in
nature to build confidence in exploring the outdoors..

Field trip activities
The best time for this field trip is in the evening. The following schedule is
based on a fieldtrip between 3:00 - 6:30pm.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3:00pm -- Introduction (15 mins)
Students meet at JPL parking lot (Stop 1 in the field guide). There should be
plenty of space for parking here. Do not enter JPL. The San Gabrielino trail
begins just north of this parking lot.
(https://www.google.com/maps/place/JPL+Parking+Lot+Entrance/@34.202993
8,-118.168572,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x80c2c264f77f86cb:0xc329cfa
1945d077b!8m2!3d34.2030017!4d-118.1663808)
● Icebreaker activities as students arrive in the area. GO-Outdoors can
provide nametags for participating students.
● Once all students have arrived, hand out the field trip guide booklet and
discuss safety and guidelines for the hike. Discuss the “Escape from
Danger” scavenger hunt activity where students can check a box when
they find and identify certain plants and wildlife (e.g., poison oak) while
maintaining a safe distance from them.
● Discuss the history of the trail and the river, comparing those
documented by Tongva and the modern history. Tongva, the indigeneous
people to this area called the area “Hahamongna”, which means “land of
flowing water”. In contrast, the Spanish settlers called this area
“Gabrielino” after the San Gabriel Mission. The stream in this area is
called “Arroyo Seco” which means dry river in Spanish. This
contradiction points out one of the themes for the field trip -- the
landscape evolves through time.
○ At this point, we can also discuss how to read a map, i.e.
■ Which direction is north?
■ Which way does the stream flow based on the map?
● Describe the goal of the field trip, which is to visit the watershed of the
Arroyo Seco, and find evidence for what forces can create and destroy
its features.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(8 mins) Hike to the Stone bridge (Stop 2 in the field guide)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3:30pm -- Erosion and Human impacts (20 mins)
● Activity: “Arriving” mindfulness. Ask the students to spend about 6
mins making a soundmap. To start, mark “X” in the center of a blank
piece of paper representing where we are sitting. Then, as we hear a
sound, we can mark their locations on the paper. The locations should
represent the direction and distances of that sound. For more detailed
example, you can refer to the following resource:
https://newsociety.com/blogs/news/mapping-the-sounds-of-nature
● Activity: Leave No Trace Ethics “Okay/No Way!” game. Explain the
seven principles of “Leave No Trace” ethics to follow when being
outdoors (refer to the last page in the field guide). Throughout different
scenarios, the students are asked to shout out “OK” or “No Way!” based
on these “Leave No Trace” principles. For example, the students should
shout out “No Way!” for stomping on a plant and “OK” for picking up
trash.
● Activity: erosion / deposition. Explore the stream and collect some
pebbles, large & small, and sand –put them into a jar, and add water until
full (in small groups). Shake up the jars and see what falls to the bottom
(large pebbles) and what falls to the top (sand, then fine silt etc). Discuss
how water uses gravity (potential energy) to flow and transport/move
sediment (kinetic energy!). More water or a steeper slope can move
larger sediment—more energy! Have students draw in the grain sizes in
their jar “experiments” in their field guides (gravel, then sand, then silt)
and answer which grain size needs the most energy to move (gravel).
Sketch a watershed on the whiteboard, and discuss what grain size
sediment may end up where within the watershed (based on slope).
Where do you think we are in the watershed now? (Arroyo Seco in this
area is a bedrock stream in many places). Where were we when we
started our hike, near JPL? (JPL/area downstream is built on an alluvial
fan, where sediment loads are deposited as the stream exits the steep
mountains and comes to flatter ground). At the end, return the pebbles &
water to the stream to emphasize the “Leave No Trace” principles.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(16 mins) Hike to the Arroyo Seco Headworks (Stop 3 in the field guide)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4:15pm -- Erosion and Fire (40 mins)
The activity at this stop is designated to teach the students scientific inquiry
through a demonstration. The students are asked to make a sequence of
observations trying to come up with a geomorphic history of the area.
● Prelude: Think Pair Share. The students are asked to observe the dry
channel in front of them and compare the dry channel with the river they
see at stop 2 at the Stone bridge.
● Inquiry stage 1: Make some observations of the cobbles in the dry
channel. The students are asked to make observations and discuss their
findings with a partner before sharing with the group. Here are some
questions that can be helpful for them:
o What is the average grain size of the sediments in the area?
o Is there any water?
o Make some hypotheses on what transported the cobbles to this
dry channel.
● Inquiry stage 2: “Just Passing Through” game. This game explores
the concept of erosion and slope stability as impacted by the fire. The
students are going to act out the roles of water flowing through the
sloped landscape. Caltech volunteers and teachers are going to act as
trees. As water travels down the slope, they can pick up soils/rocks that
are in the way. Meanwhile, as water travels close to the trees, the trees
are going to try to touch them. If the water is touched by a tree, they will
need to go around the tree once before continuing downward. This
reflects how trees slow down erosion. We will play this game twice, with
a huge fire that burned down the whole forest during the second trial
(“barren slope”), which means that the trees can no longer catch water
and the students will be able to move much faster downslope. For more
detailed instruction, refer to the attached materials.
● Inquiry stage 3: Explore the destroyed Headworks. Look at the log
jam within the headworks, the torn apart structure, sand covering the
concrete dam part of the structure, and the stream banks around it
covered in cobbles. The students will be asked to come up with a story of
what happened here in small groups. Each group takes turns to share
their story.
● Inquiry stage 4: Share the true story of the Headworks. Share photos
of the streams before and after a fire (see photos in the materials
attached). Tell the story of how the Station Fire happened in 2009
burning a large area several miles upstream from here, resulting in a
huge debris flow when the next big rainstorm came. The debris flow
destroyed a lot of the infrastructure like the Headworks here that humans
had built to control sediment deposition and erosion from the stream as it

enters their town (Pasadena/Altadena!). The flood deposited a lot of
debris, changing the stream morphology, cutting off the abandoned
channel from water by depositing a whole bunch of sediment that
blocked/turned the river’s flow. That was why we were able to walk along
the cobble-filled dry channel—it is the dry bottom of an abandoned
riverbed!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(16-20 mins) Hike to the picnic area (Stop 4 in the field guide) or the area
just past Angeles National Forest sign / bridge (Stop 5 in the field guide). This
picnic spot can be a good location for snack break.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5:00pm -- Erosion and Tectonics (20 mins)
● Activity: Observing the slickensides. During the hike between Stop 3
and Stop 4 or 5, there are large boulders on the right-handed side of the
trail that have evidence of fault movement. There, you will be able to see
slickensides - a laminated and polished surface caused by frictional
movement between rocks from different sides of a fault. Here, we can
explore the effect of tectonics on erosion through the following questions:
○ What are different types of faults? Strike-slip, reverse, normal.
○ How do you think the fault relates to the grain sizes of sediments
observed in a nearby stream? Uplift can change the slope, which
affects the erosion and deposition of sediment
○ How are the mountains formed? Through tectonic forces that
move the faults. These mountains then subsequently give the
water the energy to flow and move sediments through gravitational
force.
● Activity: Ten essentials for outdoors. Pick 5 items from a pile that you
would definitely bring with you on the hike (pile can includes a few
non-essential items; e.g., rubber duck)
● Ask the students to ask any other question! We can explore and answer
some of those during our hike out on the way back. Caltech volunteers
will also bring along some other field guides (e.g., birds, trees, etc.) for
the students to check them out and check them out during the snack
break.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(35-40 mins) Hike back to the Stone bridge (Stop 2 in the field guide).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6:05pm -- Debriefing (15 mins)

● Activity: “Exiting” mindfulness. Find somewhere peaceful along the
hike back or at the Stone bridge and ask the students to once again
make a soundmap. The students can compare how nature differs
between early afternoon and evening or whether the hike makes them
more aware of their surroundings.
● Activity: Debriefing with “Rose/Thorn”. Ask the students to share their
favorite and their least favorite things from the trip. We can also hand out
the pre/post-trip surveys here or at the parking lot so that the organizers
can have some feedback on how the trip went.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(8 min) Hike back to the parking lot (Stop 1 in the field guide).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6:30pm -- Parents pick students up and depart.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Optional extension activities
● Literary/narrative relevance in Native American stories/creation stories:
http://socalstorytelling.blogspot.com/2012/11/the-tongva-people.html
Instructor support
About the Arroyo Seco Watershed:
● https://www.arroyoseco.org/ASWRFSVolI.pdf
Human history in this area can be found under the topic “Landscape
Change Through Time”. The indigeneous history is labeled “Pre
European Settlement” in classic erasure-language style..!):
About the headworks and the flood destruction that we will explore during the
field trip:
● https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/wp-content/uploads/sites/56/2017/08/Initi
al-Study.pdf

Vocabulary terms:
Watershed: Land that separates waters flowing to different rivers or seas.
River channel: The carved path where a river currently flows or once flowed.
Sediment: solid material (particles, like sand, gravel, boulders) that is moved and
deposited in a new location.

Erosion: The action of surface processes that remove sediment, soil and rock from one
location on Earth’s surface and transports it to another location.
Deposition: The action of adding sediment, soil and rock to a landform.
Debris flow: A moving mass of loose mud, rock, and water that travels down a slope
due to gravity.
Common misconceptions about the concepts
●
●
●
●
●
●

Rivers all flow south
Streams are just water flowing (without any sediments)
Human activities cannot affect geologic processes
Floods are rare/atypical (not normal fluvial processes)
There is no connection between surface water & groundwater
Students may think that geologic processes all happen rapidly (including
tectonics—e.g., rifting would rip them away from the USA…) OR tectonic
movements are imperceptible on human timescales
● Parts of California will break off and fall into the ocean.
Opportunities to engage students in planning
● Bring along some local field guides so that students can look up
plants/animals they find that they are interested in
● Answering unanswered questions on the walk back from the
trip—follow-up with any that cannot be answered right then!
Provided Handouts/Materials
At the end of this field guide, we are providing the following handouts and
materials:
● Details about the activity “Just Passing Through” from Project WET
● Trail map, to print as a poster
● Aerial image of the headworks before the fire, to print
● Photos before and after forest fire, to print
● Pre/Post trip survey, to print for each student
● “Hahamongna Field Trip Guide” booklet to print and assemble for each
student

Field Trip Materials

Trail Map

Aerial image of the headworks before the fire

Photos before and after forest fire
Before 2020 Bobcat Fire

After 2020 Bobcat Fire

El Capitan Creek before fire

El Capitan Creek after fire

Pre/Post trip survey

Field Trip Booklet

Soundscape: Draw “you” at the center of this page. Listen to your surroundings,
and draw symbols that you invent for whatever sounds you hear around you.

Draw your “sediment erosion and deposition” jar
experiment. Label the grain sizes (silt, gravel, sand).

Which grain size needs the most energy to move?

Vocabulary terms:
Watershed: Land that separates waters flowing to different rivers or seas.
River channel: The carved path where a river currently flows or once flowed.
Sediment: solid material (particles, like sand, gravel, boulders) that is moved and deposited
in a new location.
Erosion: The action of surface processes that remove sediment, soil and rock from one
location on Earth’s surface and transports it to another location.
Deposition: The action of adding sediment, soil and rock to a landform.
Debris flow: A moving mass of loose mud, rock, and water that travels down a slope due to
gravity.

THE TEN ESSENTIALS
For safety, survival, and basic comfort
1. Navigation: map, compass, GPS
2. Sun protection: sunscreen,
chapstick, sunglasses 3. Warm
clothing: jacket, pants, etc.
4. Light: headlamp/ flashlight, batteries
5. First-aid supplies
6. Fire: matches or lighter
7. Repair kit and tools
8. Food
9. Water
10. Emergency shelter: tent, tarp, reflective blanket

GEOLOGISTS’ TOOLBOX
Geologists’ supplies in addition to the Ten Essentials
1. Notebook, pen, pencils and paper
2. Measuring tape / ruler
3. Hand lens
4. Hammer

LEAVE NO TRACE
Seven principles to follow when hiking
1. Plan ahead and prepare
2. Travel and camp on durable surfaces
3. Dispose of waste properly
4. Leave what you find
5. Minimize campfire impacts
6. Respect wildlife
7. Be considerate of other visitors
Source: REI.

